attributable to genetic, or partly genetic causes. There was a steady decrease in numbers of deaths from environmental causes and an increase in those of genetic origin, until in 1954 the proportion primarily attributable to environmental agencies had dropped to 15%, over one-third were due wholly or partly to genetic causes, and almost onehalf were classified as of unknown aetiology, and these mainly included sundry congenital malformations and cancers of childhood. Stevenson (1959) in northern Ireland attempted to measure the genetic disease burden in terms of demands on personnel. He found that approximately 6% of all consultations with general practitioners and 8% of consultations with specialists were by patients with genetic disease; moreover, 26% of all institutional beds were occupied by patients with genetically determined illnesses; in addition, 1 in 500 of the population, quite apart from the immediate family of the patient, was occupied full time in caring for these patients. The morbidity and mortality burden is obviously already appreciable.
This finding is supported by the few reports from elsewhere. Miller (1964) Altogether these cases numbered 326. This category of genetic disease was thus responsible for, or at least associated with, the majority of deaths in the series. The most frequent were disorders of the central nervous system, closely followed by various congenital heart conditions ( Table III) .
Diseases of doubtful genetic or unknown aetiology. These conditions were the most difficult to classify. In some a slight degree of genetic influence has been postulated, yet the evidence is not sufficiently consistent to accept; in others, the effects of environment seem predominant though the specific factor is not identifiable. Others are clearly heterogeneous; for example in those low birthweight babies whose deaths are attributed to 'prematurity' there may be some aberration of the gross environmental factor, the maternal reproductive mechanism, but undoubtedly some cases are associated with the occurrence of some genetic abnormality in the fetus. In this group, then, the role of heredity is not known, though in some conditions it may be a possible component in the aetiology. The group was virtually composed of two broad categories; first the various neoplasms, including leukaemia, accounting for 92 deaths (Table IV) , and second low birthweight babies accounting for 51 deaths. They accounted for 143 of the 179 cases in this section of the series.
Non-genetic. Finally a series of deaths was selected in which it seemed that genetic factors were not primarily responsible (Table V) The Genetic Component in Child Mortality component in child mortality in general. It may well be that these hospital deaths are not representative of deaths in children in the total population. It is not possible to check the numbers against the total deaths in these age-groups in Newcastle, since many of the cases came from outside the city; nor is it possible to compare them with the total deaths in other parts of the North-East region. Since the hospitals concemed are teaching hospitals, it may be argued that only the more rare and more interesting cases find their way to these hospitals, and thus the series may be biased towards the unusual. However, there is also an opposing bias. It is by no means unknown for children with chronic genetic disease, for whom there is no hope, to spend their last days at home in the surroundings of their immediate family, or in other institutions catering for their special group of disorders, e.g. there is no death from Duchenne muscular dystrophy in the series. Thus the bias towards overemphasis of genetic conditions, that the use of teaching hospital records may bring about, is to some extent countered by this opposing tendency.
There is also a high degree of subjectivity in the classifications used in this study. First, in a retrospective survey such as this we have been largely dependent upon the diagnosis of others, though these were in all cases experienced specialist colleagues. But a disease that can be regarded as a single entity for diagnosis and treatment, is not necessarily homogeneous in its aetiology, and there is an increasing number of genetic diseases which, apparently the same, are in fact heterogeneous in their inheritance. We have checked with case notes, investigations, and necropsy reports. We feel confident about the assignation of cases in Tables I and II . It may well be that some of the cases assigned to the categories in Tables III and IV should in fact have been attributed to single gene effects, and a few to chromosomal disorders, but in the absence of good family histories of sufficiently wide scope, and of appropriate technical investigations, we felt it wiser to place these as we have done. Thus the data in Tables I and II represent underes- timates. On the other hand, environmental factors may have exerted a greater effect than allowed for, and some of the cases in Table III should perhaps have been assigned to category IV, though the converse may also be true. Of those in Table V there is little doubt, though to the extent that some of the infections that proved fatal may have included a genetic component of susceptibility, the importance of genetic factors is thereby underestimated.
As with all surveys and analyses of this kind, a major difficulty has been the interaction that occurs between the genetic constitution of an individual and the environment in which he develops. Few conditions are due solely to the effect of a 'gene', and a gene that produces a particular effect in one individual may not produce the same effect in another, and indeed may not produce any effect at all in a third with his different genetic constitution and different environment. In practice the concept of a continuous spectrum is useful, with at one end those diseases due to genes alone and occurring in individuals possessing those genes no matter in what environment they develop or what other genes they possess, and at the other those diseases due to environment alone, which occur in patients regardless of genetic constitution. The majority of disorders lie between these two extremes. The classification used in the present work does not consist therefore of independent discrete categories, but of the different zones of a continuous spectrum with the disorders of Tables I  and II near one end, those of Table V The general correspondence in results is close. Carter's total of wholly and part-genetic combined is similar to the total of our first three categories, though there is a suggestion that in his series single gene defects are more numerous, and partgenetic less. At the non-genetic end of the spectrum there is greater difference, though the totals in the two series are similar. The nature of the two hospital populations, with Great Ormond Street predominantly a referral centre, together with the new knowledge of the 15 intervening years, probably account for most of the differences. But the central finding in this survey is clear. Genetically determined disease contributes very considerably to the total burden of mortality in childhood in Newcastle. Newcastle, moreover, is not unique in this, as the similarity to Great Ormond Street shows. This similarity further suggests that the trends that have occurred and are occurring elsewhere towards an increase in the genetic component of morbidity and mortality are also occurring in the North-East. The probability ofan increasing burden ofgenetic disease raises many problems in recognition and management which need to be faced.
